Abstract: Based on the biological control strategy in the pest management, the dynamic properties of a ratio-dependent and delayed stage-structure predator-prey system with Holling type III functional response is investigated. The global attractivity of the pest-extinction periodic solution and the permanence of the system are studied by using the theories and methods of impulsive delayed differential equation. Numerical simulations are carried out to illustrate the main results.
Introduction
Pest outbreaks often cause serious ecological and economic problems. Traditional approaches to control pest relied on the seasonal use of chemical pesticides, which can wipe out pests quickly but also cause pesticide pollution. Then how to get the maximal profit and protect the sustainable development of biological system have already pay an attention of biologists and resources economists. Biological control strategy is the method of releasing natural enemies or infective pests for pest control, which is an emphasis area in recent years because of the less damage to the environment than chemical method [1, 2, 3] . However, in the natural word, many species usually go through two distinct life stages from birth to death, immature and mature. The immature takes  units of time to mature and it is well-known that time delay  is an important factor of mathematical models in ecology. Therefore, consider predator-prey models with stage-structure have more practical significance [4, 5] .
In this paper, we propose the following impulsive controlling predator-prey system with a ratio-dependent and delayed stage-structure in prey species (   2  2   1  1   3  2  2  2   2  2   2  2  2   2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2   2  1  1  2 is the conversion rate of prey into predator, T is the period of the impulsive; p represents the release amount. All the parameters mentioned above are positive constants. The initial conditions for system (1) take the form
By the fundamental theory of functional differential equations [6] , it is well known that system (1) has a unique solution
satisfying initial conditions (2) . Further, it is easy to show that all solutions of system (1) 
Preliminary
Lemma 1 [7] For the impulsive differential system
where
, then system (3) has a globally asymptotically stable positive periodic solution
where b a, and  are positive constants,
Lemma 3 [9] Consider the following equation
and  are positive constants, 
Existence and global attractivity of the pest-eradication periodic solution
, from Lemma 1 we know that system (1) has a pest-eradication periodic solution 
, than we obtain the following limit system of system (4) ) ( ) (
With the third equation of system (1), we have
Consider the auxiliary impulsive differential equation, we have 
Consider the following auxiliary system 
by the Lemma 2, we have that Following same way, we obtain a time sequence
We claim there must be
. It is obvious that (6) holds for
. That is a contradiction with
In the above proof, 3 m is independent with the initial values of the solutions, hence # T is also independent with the initial values of the solutions. For all #  3  3  2  2  1  2  3  3  2  2  3  3 
